
Republic of the Philippines
Sandiganbayan

Quezon City

SEVENTH DIVISION

MINUTES of the proceedings held on January 10, 2018.

Present:

MA. THERESA DOLORES C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA Chairperson
ZALDY V. TRESPESES Associate Justice
BAYANi H. JACINTO Associate Justice

The following resolution was adopted:

Crim. Cases No. SB-17-CRM-2140 to SB-17-CRM-2141 -

People vs. jUNIO NORBERTO MELLA RAGRAGIO,
ROSENDO CEA CALLEJA,
ABDUL AZIZ MAPANDIPANGANDAMAN,
ESTELITO AGUILA NIERVA,
RUBEN ARSENUE BESMONTE,
NEOFITO CUISON PERILLA,
DIVINA GRACIA DURAN DANTES,
CESAR LASQUITE BOCANOG, and
MARIO DATOR ARIAS

This considers the following:

1. Accused ROSENDO CEA CALLEJA's "MOTION FOR
RECGNSIDERATIGN (GN THE DENIAL GF ACCUSED'S MGUGN
TG SUSPEND PRGCEEDINGS)" dated December 11, 2017;'
and

2. The PROSECUTION'S "OPPOSITION/COMMENT"
dated December 20,2017.2

Following the denial in open Conrt^ of his Motion to Suspend
Arraignment grounded on the purported existence of a prejudicial question,
accused Rosendo Cea Calleja ["accused Calleja"] seeks remedial cure through
the filing of the present Motion for Reconsideration.

' Per A.O. No. 284-2017 dated August 18,2017 I ̂
^ Records, Volume 2, pp. 62-97
2 Ibid., pp. 209-256
^ Vide: Order dated December 8,2017
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Accused Calleja reiterates that the pendency of his appeal on an
administrative case for grave misconduct and conduct prejudicial to the best
interest of the service before the Court of Appeals which he filed on April 10
2017 is reason enough to invoke Section 11(b) of Rule 116 of the Revised
Rules of Criminal Procedure." He relies on the ruling of San Miguel
Properti^ v. Secretary Hemando B. Perez^ in asseverating that it could be
pphed by analogy to his case since the administrative detennination is a
logical antecedent of the resolution of the criminal charges considering that
the same facts in the supply and delivery of Larchwood lie in the core of the
controversy. He then alludes to the "intimate correlation" between the two
proceedmgs, borrowing fi-om Quiambao v. Hon. Adriano Osorio.^

In ite OppositioryComment, the Prosecution concedes that both
aitainistotive and criminal actions are based on the same act or transaction
ansmg fi-om the unwarranted benefit given the supplier Nikka Trading in the
procurement of Yakal wood bridge, switch and joint ties but which resulted
m the dehveiy of Lmchwood bridge, switch and joint ties. It argued
h^ever, Aat the administrative case pending before the Court of Appeals is
ditterent fi-om Ae criminal charges since the appealed administrative case is
only to determine the fitness of the accused to hold public office while the
cnmmd charges should determine his criminal liability. The pendency of the
ad^istrative case, therefore, has no bearing to the instant criminal cases
The Prosecution fiirther contend that the cited case of San Miguel Properties
V. Secretary Hemando B. Perez is off-tangent since the issue on specific
pertorm^ce in said case was deemed vital in the resolution of the criminal
action which is not the same in these charges.

The Motion has no merit.

A prejudicial question has been defined as one based on a fact distinct
Md separate fi-om the crime but so intimately connected with it that it
detemmes Ae ̂ilt or innocence of the accused, and for it to suspend the
cnininal action, it must appear not only that said case involves facts intimately
relate to those upon which the criminal prosecution would be based but also
mat m the resolution of the issue or issues raised in the civil case, the guilt or
innocence of the accused would necessarily be determined. The rationale

^  /
Sended in T
!m suffering from an unsound mental condition which effectiveiy renders him ^

^  'he charge against him and to plead inteiiigentiy thereto, in such case, the courtshall order his mental examination and, if necessary, his confinement for such purpose;
(b) There exists a prejudicial question; and

inLro flf for review of the resolution of the prosecutor is pending at either the Department of
rl/J! r I President; provided, that the period of suspension shall not exceed sixty (60)days counted from the filing of the petition with the reviewing office.
G.R. No. 166836, September 4,2013

® G.R. No. 48157, March 16,1988
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behind the principle of suspending a criminal case in view of a prejudicial
question is to avoid two conflicting decisions.^

The essential elements of a prejudicial question are: (a) the previously
instituted civil action involves an issue similar or intimately related to the
issue imsed in the subsequent criminal action, and (b) the resolution of such
issue determine wheAer or not the criminal action may proceed. A
prejudicial question arises in a case the resolution of which is a logical
antecedent to the issue involved in said case and the cogni2ance of which
pertains to another tribunal.^

_  However, it is basic that administrative and criminal cases are distinct
^d mdependent remedies available to an offended party against any
impropnety or wrongdoing committed by a public ofiBcer. Criminal and civil
cases ̂  altogether different from administrative matters, such that the first
^o will not inevitably govern or affect the third and vice versa.' Clearly then
the resolution in the administrative case against accused Calleja is not a logical'
antecedent to the issues in these cuses.

Likewise, as reflected in the elements of a prejudicial question, the
concept mvolves a civil and a criminal case. There is here no prejudicial
question to speak of for, technically, no civil case pends." There likewise is

question where one case is administrative and the other is

Exceptions, however, have jurisprudentially developed with the case of
San Mi^el Properties v. Secretary Hernando B. Perez, among others.
Acci^ed CaUeja reiterates the supposed applicability of this case to him, in
ms bid to convmce this Court to reconsider its earlier Order denying his

^est^on^ fraceeriings on the ground ofthe existence of a prejudicial'
This Court remains unimpressed.

As astutely pointed out by the Prosecution, the said case involved an
Mhon for specific performance before the HLURB, an administrative
mbunal, and not an administrative disciplinaiy action, as accused Calleja has
been charged with. Accused Calleja erroneously equates administrative
proce^gs before the Ombudsman with administrative cases before
ad^strative tribunals. Already meted the penally of dismissal from service
^d wiAout barring the possibility that he may be reinstated in the service
depending on the outcome of his appeal, accused Calleja still has to face the

^ Te V. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 126746, November 29,2000 / ̂
J^ rinldad v. Ombudsman, et a!., G.R. No. 16603S, December A, 2007 ®^ Office of the Ombudsman v. Medrano, G.R. No. 177580, October 17,2008 /
Cf Trinidad v. Ombudsman, et al., supra.

^ Te V. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 126746, November 29,2000
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accusation that he certified the availability of public funds in D. V. Nos. ENG-
2013-02-283 and ENG-2013-02-284 even if the funding source has not yet
been released by DBM.

Unlike in San Miguel Properties v. Secretary Hemando B. Perez,
where the Supreme Court ruled on the existence of a prejudicial question, even
if the other case was pending before the HLURB "simply because the action
for specific performance was an action civil in nature but could not be
instituted elsewhere except in the HLURB, whose jurisdiction over the action
was exclusive and original." The Supreme Court held that it was of no
consequence that the action for specific performance was an administrative
case pending in the HLURB, instead of a court of law. Under the doctrine of
primary jurisdiction, such controversy fell within the competence of the
HLURB. The action for specific performance before the HLURB would
determine whether or not San Miguel Properties was legally entitled to
demand the delivery of the subject TCTs, while the criminal action would
decide whether or not BF Homes' directors and officers were criminally liable
for withholding them.

In the same vein, accused's reliance on Quiambao v. Osorio is
misplaced. The issue in such case was whether or not an administrative case
assailing the validity of the LRA's cancellation of an Agreement to Sell in
favor of tiierein private respondents and the subsequent award of the disputed
portion to petitioner constituted a prejudicial question in a complaint for
forcible entry filed by the same private respondents against the petitioner. As
with San Miguel, this is not applicable to these cases, where the prejudicial
question asserted is a pending review of the Ombudsman's resolution in an
administrative complaint against the accused.

Accused, therefore, failed to link the logical antecedence or intimate
correlation of his pending administrative case with the present charges.

WHEREFORE, in view of the foregoing, accused Calleja's Motion for
Reconsideration is DENIED for lack of merit. Arraignment on January 26,
2018 shall proceed, as scheduled.

Pre-Trial shall immediately proceed thereafter. The prosecution,
accused Calleja and counsel are directed to furnish the Court, at least five (5)
days before the scheduled arraignment, with the soft (in Microsoft Word
Format)^^ and hard copies of their respective pre-triaLbrief and/or a list of
their documentary exhibits, witnesses, issues, proposals for stipulation and/or
admitted facts, without prejudice to resorting to modes of discovery
procedure, if necessitated. .

' %
To be emailed to sb7thdlvocc@gmail.com
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SO ORDERED.

GOME2^ESTOESTA, J., Chairperson

TRESPESES,J.

JACINTO,J.


